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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this paper is to describe the concept and architecture for an intelligent robot system that can
adapt, learn and predict the future. This evolutionary approach to the design of intelligent robots is the
result of several years of study on the design of intelligent machines that could adapt using computer vision
or other sensory inputs, learn using artificial neural networks or genetic algorithms, exhibit semiotic closure
with a creative controller and perceive present situations by interpretation of visual and voice commands.
This information processing would then permit the robot to predict the future and plan its actions
accordingly. In this paper we show that the capability to adapt, and learn naturally leads to the ability to
predict the future state of the environment which is just another form of semiotic closure. That is,
predicting a future state without knowledge of the future is similar to making a present action without
knowledge of the present state. The theory will be illustrated by considering the situation of guiding a
mobile robot through an unstructured environment for a rescue operation. The significance of this work is
in providing a greater understanding of the applications of learning to mobile robots.
Keywords: Intelligent robots, adaptive control, creative control, reinforcement learning, adaptive critic

1. INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this paper is to describe a theory of robust learning for intelligent machines and
propose its application to the design of systems in uncertain environments. The proposed architecture for
machine learning is also based on the perceptual creative controller for an intelligent robot that uses a
multi- modal adaptive critic for performing learning in an unsupervised situation but can also be trained for
tasks in another mode and then is permitted to operate autonomously. The robust nature will be derived
from the automatic changing of modes based on internal measurements of error at appropriate locations in
the controller.
The creative controller method is designed for unstructured environments. Creative learning
architectures integrate a Task Control Center (TCC) and a dynamic database (DD) into adaptive critic
learning algorithms to permit these solutions. Determining the task to be performed and the data base to be
updated are the two new elements of the proposed research. These new decision processes encompass both
decision and estimation theory and can be modeled by neural networks.
The main thrust of this paper is to present a theory of learning that can be used for developing
control architectures for intelligent machines. The control architectures for neural network control of
vehicles in which the kinematic and dynamic models are known but one or more parameters must be
estimated is a simple task that has been demonstrated. The mathematical models for the kinematics and
dynamics were developed and the main emphasis was to explore the use of neural network control and
demonstrate the advantages of these learning methods. The results indicate the method of solution and its
potential application to a large number of currently unsolved problems in unstructured environments. The
adaptive critic neural network control is an important starting point for future learning theories that are
applicable to robust control and learning situations.
The general goal of this research is to further develop a theory of learning that is based on human
learning but applicable to machine learning and to demonstrate its application in the design of robust
intelligent systems. To obtain broadly applicable results, a generalization of adaptive critic learning called
Creative Control (CC) for intelligent robots in unstructured environments will be used. The creative control
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learning architecture integrates a Task Control Center (TCC) and a Dynamic Knowledge Database (DKD)
with adaptive critic learning algorithms.
Recently learning theories such as the adaptive critic have been proposed. In this type of learning a
critic provides a grade to the controller of an action module such as a robot. The creative control process is
used that is “beyond the adaptive critic.” A mathematical model of the creative control process is presented
that illustrates the use for mobile robots.

Dynamic Programming
The intelligent robot in this paper is defined as a decision maker for a dynamic system that may
make decisions in stages. The outcome of each decision may not be fully predictable but may be
anticipated or estimated to some extent before the next decision is made. Furthermore, an objective or cost
function can be defined. There may also be natural constraints. Generally, the goal is to minimize this cost
function over some decision space subject to the constraints. With this definition, the intelligent robot can
be considered as a set of problems in dynamic programming and optimal control as defined by Bertsekas1.
Dynamic programming (DP) is the only approach for sequential optimization applicable to general
nonlinear, stochastic environments. However, DP needs efficient approximate methods to overcome its
dimensionality problems. It is only with the presence of artificial neural network (ANN) and the invention
of back propagation that such a powerful and universal approximate method has become a reality. The
essence of dynamic programming is Bellman's Principle of Optimality.2
The original Bellman equation of dynamic programming for adaptive critic algorithm may be
written as shown in Eq (1):

J ( R(t )) = max(U ( R(t ), u (t ))+ < J ( R(t + 1)) >) /(1 + r ) − U 0
u (t )

(1)

where J is the criteria or cost-to-go function at time t, r and U0 are constants that are used only in infinitetime-horizon problems and then only sometimes, and where the angle brackets refer to expected value.
Regarding the finite horizon problems, which we normally try to cope with, one can use Eq ( 2):

J ( R(t )) = max(U ( R(t ), u (t ))+ < J ( R(t + 1)) >) /(1 + r )
u (t )

(2)

Dynamic programming gives the exact solution to the problem of how to maximize a utility
function U(R(t)) over the future times, t, in a nonlinear stochastic environment, where the vector R(t)
represents the state of the environment at time t. Dynamic programming converts a difficult long-term
problem in optimization over time <U(R(t))>, the expected value of U(R(t)) over all the future times, into a
much more straightforward problem in simple, short-term function maximization – after we know the
function J. Thus, all of the approximate dynamic programming methods discussed here are forced to use
some kind of general-purpose nonlinear approximate to the J function, the value function in the Bellman
equation, or something closely related to J3.
In most forms of adaptive critic design, we approximate J by using a neural network. Therefore,
we approximate J(R) by some function Jˆ ( R, W ) , where W is a set of weights or parameters, Ĵ is called a
Critic network 4,5
If the weights W are adapted or iteratively solved for, in real time learning or offline iteration, we
call the Critic an Adaptive Critic6.
An adaptive critic design (ACD) is any system which includes an adapted critic component; a
critic, in turn, is a neural net or other nonlinear function approximation which is trained to converge to the
function J(X).
In adaptive critic learning or designs, the critic network learns to approximate the cost-to-go or
strategic utility function J and uses the output of an action network as one of its’ inputs, directly or
indirectly. When the critic network learns, back propagation of error signals is possible along its input
feedback to the action network. To the back propagation algorithm, this input feedback looks like another
synaptic connection that needs weights adjustment. Thus, no desired control action information or
trajectory is needed as supervised learning.
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2. ADAPTIVE CRITIC AND CREATIVE CONTROL
Most advanced methods in neurocontrol are based on adaptive critic learning techniques
consisting of an action network, adaptive critic network, and model or identification network as show in
Figure 17. These methods are able to control processes in such a way, which is approximately optimal with
respect to any given criteria taking into consideration of particular nonlinear environment. For instance,
when searching for an optimal trajectory to the target position, the distance of the robot from this target
position can be used as a criteria function. The algorithm will compute proper steering, acceleration signals
for control of vehicle, and the resulting trajectory of vehicle will be close to optimal. During trials (the
number depends on the problem and the algorithm used) the system will improve performance and the
resulting trajectory will be close to optimal. The freedom of choice of the criteria function and the ability to
derive a control strategy only from trial/error experience are very strong advantages of this method.

Figure 1 Structure of the adaptive critic controller 7

What can the adaptive critic do and what can’t it do? What can creative learning do that is beyond
adaptive critic learning? As it is well-known, adaptive critic learning is a way to solve dynamic
programming in a general nonlinear plant. It takes the approach of approximate the control processes or
estimating the cost-to-go function J but does not relate easily to decision-making theory. For instance, what
are the criteria or critics for the different sub-tasks, how does one choose the criteria function or utility
function, how does one memorize the experience as human-like memories? All of these are concerns of
novel learning techniques. In this paper, we present a creative learning structure with evolutionary learning
strategies. Adaptive critic learning method is a part of the creative learning algorithm, however, creative
learning with decision-making capabilities is beyond the adaptive critic learning. The most important
characteristics of the creative learning structure are as shown in Figure 2:
(1) Brain-like decision-making task control center, entails the capability of human brain
decision-making, a true intelligent center.
(2) Dynamic criteria knowledge database integrated into the critic-action framework, makes the
adaptive critic controller reconfigurable and enables the flexibility of the network framework.
(3) Multiple criteria, multi-layered structure and increase of the degree of derivatives of J
function.
(4) Modeled and forecasted critic modules, result in faster training networks.
(5) Also, a predictive action module can be realized according to Syam, et al 8.
The structure of creative learning system proposed above is discussed in the following sections.

Creative Learning Structure
It is assumed that we can use a kinematic model of a mobile robot to provide a simulated experience
to construct a value function in the critic network and to design a kinematic based controller for the action
network. A proposed diagram of creative learning algorithm is shown in Figure 2, 3 9-11. In this proposed
diagram, there are six important components: task control center, dynamic knowledge database, critic
network, action network, model-based action and utility funtion. Both the critic network and action network
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can be constructed by using any artificial neural networks with sigmoidal function or radial basis function
(RBF). Furthermore, the kinematic model is also used to construct a model-based action in the framework
of adaptive critic-action approach. In this algorithm, Dynamic databases are built to generalize the critic
network and its training process and provide evironmental information for decision-making purpose. It is
especially critical when the operation of mobile robots is in an unstructured environments. Furthermore, the
dynamic databases can also used to store environmental parameters such as Global Position System (GPS)
weight points, map information, etc. Another component in the diagram is the utility function for a tracking
problem (error measurement). In the diagram, Xk, Xkd, Xkd+1 are input and Y is the ouput and J(t), J(t+1) is
the critic function at the time. The simulated results are under investigation of two-link robot manipulators
tracking problem.
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Figure 3 Decomposition of the creative learning structure

Dynamic Knowledge Database (DKD)
How to build the dynamic databases as domain knowledge and at the same time to learn itself. Dynamic
knowledge databases defined as a “neurointerface” 12 is a dynamic filtering system based on neural
networks (NNs) that serves as a “coupler” between a task control center and a nonlinear system or plant
that is to be controlled or directed. The purpose of the coupler is to provide the criteria functions for the
adaptive critic learning system and filter the task strategies commanded by the task control center. The
proposed dynamic database contains a copy of the model (or identification). Action and critic networks are
utilized to control the plant under nominal operation, as well as make copies of a set of HDP or DHP
parameters (or scenario) previously adapted to deal with a plant in a known dynamic environment. It also
stores copies of all the partial derivatives required when updating the neural networks using
backpropagation through time13 . The dynamic database can be expanded to meet the requirements of
unstructured environment.
The data stored in the dynamic database can be uploaded to support offline or online training of
the dynamic plant and provide a model for identification of nonlinear dynamic environment with its
modeling function. Another function module of the database management is designed to analyze the data
stored in the database including the sub-task optima, pre-existing models of the network and newly added
models. The task program module is used to communicate with the task control center. The functional
structure of the proposed database management system (DBMS) is shown in Figure 4. The DBMS can be
customized from a open source object-relational database which is to be developed as a future research
project.
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Figure 4 Functional structure of dynamic database

Task Control Center (TCC)
What is task control center? What does it do in creative learning system? How does the task
control center embed into the adaptive critic learning networks? The task control center (TCC) can build
task-level control systems for the creative learning system. By "task-level", we mean the integration and
coordination of perception, planning and real-time control to achieve a given set of goals (tasks)15. TCC
provides a general task control framework, and it is to be used to control a wide variety of tasks. Although
TCC has no built-in control functions for particular tasks (such as robot path planning algorithms), it
provides control functions, such as task decomposition, monitoring, and resource management, that are
common to many applications. The particular task built-in rules or criteria or learning J functions are
managed by the dynamic database controlled with TCC to handle the allocation of resources. The dynamic
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database matches the constraints on a particular control schemes or sub-tasks or environment allocated by
TCC.
The task control center acts as a decision-making system. It integrates domain knowledge or
criteria into the database of the adaptive learning system. According to Simmons14, task control
architecture for mobile robots provides a variety of control constructs that are commonly needed in mobile
robot applications, and other autonomous mobile systems. The goal of the architecture is to enable
autonomous mobile robot system to easily specify hierarchical task-decomposition strategies, such as how
to navigate to a particular location, or how to collect a desired sample, or follow a track in an unstructured
environment. This can include temporal constraints between sub-goals, leading to a variety of sequential or
concurrent behaviors. TCC schedules the execution of planned behaviors, based on those temporal
constraints acting as a decision-making control center.
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Figure 5 Decomposition of the structure of task control center

Integrating TCC with adaptive critic learning system and interacting with the dynamic database,
the creative learning system could provide both task-level and real-time control or learning within a single
architectural framework as shown in Figure 5. Through interaction with human beings to attain the input
information for the system, the TCC could decompose the task strategies to match the dynamic database for
the rules of sub-tasks by constructing a distributed system with flexible mechanisms, which automatically
marshal and unmarshal data. TCC also provides orderly access to the resources of the dynamic database
with built-in learning mechanisms according to a queue mechanism. This is the inter-process
communication capability between the task control center and the dynamic database. The algorithm on how
to link between the task control center and the dynamic database is proposed to be a future research project
as well.

Creative learning controller for intelligent robot control
Creative learning is used to explore the unpredictable environment, permit the discovery of
unknown problems, ones that are not yet recognized but may be critical to survival or success. By learning
the domain knowledge, the system should be able to obtain the global optima and escape local optima. It
generalizes the highest level of human learning – imagination. As a ANN robot controller, the block
diagram of the creative controller can be presented in Figure 6. Experience with the guidance of a mobile
robot has motivated this study to progress from simple line following to the more complex navigation and
control in an unstructured environment. The purpose in this system is to better understand the adaptive
critic learning theory and move forward to develop more human-intelligence-like components into the
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intelligent robot controller. Moreover, it should extend to other applications. Eventually, integrating a
criteria knowledge database into the action module will develop a real imaginational adaptive critic
learning module.
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Figure 6 Block diagram of creative controller

A creative controller is designed to integrate domain knowledge or criteria database or task control
center into the adaptive critic neural network controller. It’s needed to be well-defined structure according
to the autonomous mobile robot application. We take intelligent mobile robot as the test-bed for the
creative controller. The task control center of the creative learning system would be hierarchically learning
the task as follows:
 Mission for robot – e.g. mobile robot
 Task for robot to follow – J : task control
 Track for robot to follow

Learn non-linear system model- model discovery

Learn unknown parameters such as kinematics, dynamics parameters
Adaptive Critic system Implementation
Adaptive Critic system and NN
In order to develop the creative learning algorithm addressed above, we take a bottom-up
approach to implement adaptive critic controllers first using neural network on-line or off-line learning
methods 16 Then the proposed dynamic knowledge database and task control center will be realized in
future research projects.
Artificial neural network (ANN) made adaptive critic learning possible. Give x, a real vector, a
one-layer feedforward neural network (NN) has a net output given by
Nh

y i = ∑ [ wij ϕ ( x)] + θ wi
j =1

; i=1,…,m
(3)
Where φ(.) the activation functions and wij the output-layer weights. The θwi, i=1,2, … , are threshold
offsets and Nh is the number of hidden layer neurons 17 . A three hidden-layer neural network shown in
Figure 7.
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An artificial neural network consists of a nonlinear mapping, denoted by NN, that performs a
nonlinear transformation of q- dimensional input r, into a p-dimensional output, Z 18
Z=NN(r)
(4)
The network architecture and parameters characterize the nature of this transformation and can be
determined based on input, output and derivative information pertaining to the function to be approximated.
As described in chapter 3, the adaptive critic learning structure, Dual Heuristic Programming
(DHP), includes action network and critic network adaptation as shown in Figure 6 and.7. The action
network approximates the optimal control law and the critic network evaluates the action network
performance by approximating the derivative of the optimal value function with respect to the state:
(5)
U(t)= NNA[r(t)]=ZA(t)
(6)
λ(t) = NNC[r(t)]=ZC(t)
Where NNA, NNC denoted as action network and critic network nonlinear approximate function,
respectively, ZA is the output from action network, ZC is the output from critic network. The input to both
networks includes the dynamically significant auxiliary inputs a, i.e.
r(t)=[x(t)T, a(t)T]T
(7)
During each time interval ∆t=tk+1-tk, the action and critic networks are adapted to more closely approximate
the optimal control law and value function derivatives, respectively. The recurrence relation provides for
adaptation criteria that, over time, guarantee convergence to the optimal solution.
A comparison of HDP, DHP
DHP is capable of generating smoother derivatives and has shown improved performance when
compared to HDP. Those results were reported in 19 , where both were applied to a turbogenerator in a
highly complex, nonlinear, fast-acting, multivariable system with dynamic characteristics that vary as
operating conditions change. DHP has an important advantage over HDP since its critic network builds a
representation for the derivatives of J function by being explicitly trained on them through ∂U(t)/∂R(t) and
∂U(t)/∂A(t).
Both HDP and DHP techniques were used to implement adaptive critic learning module. General
training procedure is that suggested in 20-21and it is applicable to any adaptive critic design (ACD). It
consists of two training cycle: that of the critic, and that of the action. The critic’s adaptation is done
initially with the action network offline trained to ensure the whole system with ACD and nonlinear plant
stable. Then the action network is trained further while keeping the critic network weights fixed. This
process of training the critic and the action alternatively until the acceptable performance is achieved. The
model network is previously trained offline, not concurrently trained in the process of action and critic
network. Critic network and action network weights: WC and WA are initialized to any reasonable values.
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In critic network’s training cycle, an incremental optimization is carried out using a suitable optimization
technique (e.g. LMS). The following operations are repeated N1 times:
1. Initialize t=0 and y(0);
2. Compute output of the critic network at time t, J(t);
3. Compute output of the action network at time t, A(t);
4. Compute output of the model network at time t+1, Y(t+1);
5. Compute output of the critic network at time t+1, J(t+1);
6. Compute the critic network error at time t, E(t),
7. Update the critic network’s weights using the backpropagation algorithm;
8. Repeat step 2 to 7.
In the action network’s training cycle, an incremental learning is also carried out using backpropagation
algorithm, as in the critic network’s training cycle above. The list of operations for the action network’s
training cycle is almost the same as that for the critic network’s cycle above. However, instead of using
Equation (3.3) and/or (3.7) and ∂J/∂WC, ∂J/∂A and ∂A/∂WA are used for updating the action network’s
weights. The action network’s training cycle is repeated N2 times while keeping the critic network’s
weights WC fixed. N1 and N2 are the lengths of the corresponding training cycles.

Tuning algorithm and stability analysis
For linear time invariant systems it is straightforward to examine stability by investigating the poles
in the s-plane. However, stability of a nonlinear dynamic systems is much more complex, thus the stability
criteria and tests are much more difficult to apply than those for linear time invariant systems21. For general
nonlinear continuous time systems, the model is

x = f [ x(t ), u (t )]
y = g[ x(t ), u (t )]

(8)
where the nonlinear differential equation is in state variable form, x(t) is the state vector and u(t) is the
input and the second equation y(t) is the output of the system.

Creative controller and nonlinear dynamic system
For a creative controller, the task control center and the dynamic database are not time-variable
system; therefore, the adaptive critic learning component determines stability of the creative controller. As
it is discussed in the previous section, the adaptive critic learning is based on critic and action network
designs, which are originated from artificial neural network (ANN), thus stability of the system is
determined by stability of the neural networks (NN) or convergence of the critic network and action
network training procedure.
The creative controller proposed in this thesis is a nonlinear system as its types. It is not realistic to
explore all the possibilities of the nonlinear systems and prove that the controller is in a stable state. We use
robot arm manipulators to explain a large class of problems known as tracking in this study. The objective
of tracking is to follow a reference trajectory as closely as possible. This may also be called optimal control
since we optimize the tracking error over time.
The adaptive critic controller architecture shown in Figure 8 16 is a combination of an action
network that produces the control input for the system, and a critic network that provides an adaptivelearning signal, and a fixed gain controller in the performance measure loop which uses an error based on
the given reference trajectory. The further discussion of stability of the adaptive critic control is based on
Lewis’s adaptive critic feedback controller. Here we interpret Lewis’s proof on stability of the adaptive
critic learning structure22.
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Critic and Action NN Weights Tuning Algorithm
In adaptive critic learning controller, both the critic network and action network use multilayer NN.
Multilayer NN are nonlinear in the weights V and so weight tuning algorithms that yield guaranteed
stability and bounded weights in closed-loop feedback systems have been difficult to discover until a few
years ago.
Here, we interpret Lewis’s results on stability of the adaptive critic control scheme as shown in
Figure 8, 15. Consider a mn-th order multi-input and multi-output system given by the Brunovsky form

x1 = x 2

#
x n −1 = x n
(9)
x n = g ( x) + u (t ) + d (t )

[

with state x = x1

y = x1

x 2 " x n ] , with u(t) the control input to the plant, d(t) denotes the unknown
T

disturbance with a known upper bound bd, g(x):Rn→Rm unknown smooth functions and output tracking y.
Given a desired trajectory and its derivatives values

[

x d (t ) = x d

x d

]

" x dn −1 , (10)

define the tracking error as
and the filtered tracking error r(t) by

e(t ) = x(t ) − x d (t )

(11)

r = e + Λe

(12)

with Λ>0 a positive definite design parameter matrix.
A choice of a critic signal R is

R = Wˆ1T σ ( x1 ) + ρ ,

(13)
where ρ is an adaptive term detailed later and the first term is the output of the critic NN. The actual
weights are denoted Ŵ1.
The dynamics of the performance measure signal can be written

r = g (e, x d( n −1) ) + u (t ) + d (t )

(14),
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where

g (e, x d( n −1) ) is a complex nonlinear function of error vector e and the (n-1)th derivative of the

trajectory xd. According to the approximation properties of NN, the continuous nonlinear function can be
expressed as

g (e, x d( n −1) ) = W2T σ ( x 2 ) + ε ( x 2 )

(15)

where the NN reconstruction error ε(x2) is bounded by a known constant εN. The ideal weight W2 for g(.)

g (e, x d( n −1) ) can be given by a second NN as
gˆ (e, x d( n −1) ) = Wˆ 2T σ ( x 2 )
(16)

are unknown. The functional estimate for

From the adaptive critic learning architecture shown in Figure 4.8, the control input u(t) is given by

u (t ) = − K v r − gˆ (e, x d( n −1) ) + v(t ),

(17)

where Kv is a gain matrix, generally chosen diagonal; v(t) is a robustifying signal to compensate for
unmodelled unstructured disturbances d(t) and offset the NN functional reconstruction error ε(x).

r = − K v r + g~ (e, x d( n −1) ) + d (t ) + v(t )

(18)

where the functional estimation error is defined as

g~ (e, x d( n −1) ) = g (e, x d( n −1) ) − gˆ (e, x d( n −1) ).

(19)

Using (16), (17) and (18), the dynamics for the performance measure can be expressed as

~
r = − K v r + W2T σ ( x 2 ) + ε ( x 2 ) + d (t ) + v(t )
~
with the weight estimation error W = W − Wˆ .
2

2

(20)

2

The main result of Lewis’s paper is to show how to adjust the weights of both critic NN and action
NN to guarantee closed-up stability. Let the control action u(t) be provided by (17) and the robustifying
term be given by

v(t ) = − k z .

V1σ ' ( x1 )Wˆ1 R + r
.
V σ ' ( x )Wˆ R + r
1

1

(21)

1

with kz>bd. Let the critic signal be provided by

R = Wˆ1T σ ( x1 ) + ρ

(22)

Let the weight tuning for the critic NN and the action NN be


Wˆ1 = −σ ( x1 ) R T − Wˆ1 (23)


Wˆ 2 = Γσ ( x 2 ).(r + V1σ ' ( x1 ) T Wˆ1 R) T − ΓWˆ 2

(24)
with Γ = Γ >0. Finally let the auxiliary adaptive term ρ be tuned by the following
T

ρ = Wˆ1T [2σ ( x1 ) + σ ' ( x1 )V1T K v r ]

(25)

~ ~
Then the errors r, W1 , W2 are Uniformly Ultimately Bounded (UUB). Moreover, the performance measure
r(t) can be arbitrary small by increasing the fixed control gain Kv.
Stability Analysis

The proof of the theorem above is given in the following by Lewis 15. From equations in (A.6), L is
negative outside a compact set. According to a standard Lyapunov theorem extension, it can be concluded

that the tracking error r(t) and the NN weights estimates L ≤ 0 , L ≤ 0 are Global Uniformly Ultimately
Bounded ( GUUB).

3. CREATIVE CONTROL MOBILE ROBOT SCENEARIOS

Suppose a mobile robot is used for urban rescue as shown in Figure 9 10. It waits at a start location
until a call is received from a command center. Then it must go rescue a person. Since it is in an urban
environment, it must use the established roadways. Along the roadways, it can follow pathways. However,
at intersections, it can choose various paths to go to the next block. Therefore, it must use different criteria
at the corners. The overall goal is to arrive at the rescue site with minimum distance or time. To clarify the
situations consider the following steps.
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1.

Start location – the robot waits at this location until it receives a task command to go to a certain
location.
2. Along the path, the robot follows a road marked by lanes. It can use a minimum mean square error
between its location and the lane location during this travel.
3. At intersections, the lanes disappear but a database gives a GPS waypoint and the location of the
rescue goal.
This example requires the use of both continuous and discrete tracking, a database of known
information and multiple criteria optimization. It is necessary to add a large number of real-world issues
including position estimation, perception, obstacles avoidance, communication, etc.
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Figure 9 Simple urban rescue site

Scenarios
In an unstructured environment as shown in Figure 9, we assume that information collected about
different potions of the environment could be available to the mobile robot, improving its overall
knowledge. As any robot moving autonomously in this environment must have some mechanism for
identifying the terrain and estimating the safety of the movement between regions (blocks), it is appropriate
for a coordination system to assume that both local obstacle avoidance and a map-building module are
available for the robot which is to be controlled. The most important module in this system is the adaptive
system to learn about the environment and direct robot action, and then it has the necessary capabilities to
allow good behaviors 23
Using Global Position System (GPS) to measure the robot position and the distance from the
current site to the destination and provide part of information for the controller to make decision on what to
do at next move. GPS system also provides the coordinates of the obstacles for the learning module to learn
the map, and then try to avoid the obstacles when navigating through the intersections A, B or G, D to
destination T.

Task control center
The task control center (TCC) acts a decision-making command center. It takes perception
information from sensors and other inputs to the creative controller and derives the criteria functions. We
can decompose the robot mission at the urban rescue site shown as Figure 9 into sub-tasks as shown in
Figure 10. Moving the robot between the intersections, making decisions is based on control-centerspecified criteria functions to minimize the cost of mission. It’s appropriate to assume that J1 and J2 are the
criteria functions that the task control center will transfer to the learning system at the beginning of the
mission from the Start point to Destination (T). J1 is a function of t related to tracking error. J2 is to
minimize the distance of the robot from A to T since the cost is directly related to the distance the robot
travels.
• From Star (S) t to intersection A: robot follow the track SA with the J1 as objective function
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•

From intersection A to B or D: which one will be the next intersection, the control center takes
both J1 and J2 as objective functions.

Urban
Follow a track
Local Navigating
Navigating to A
Figure 10 Mission decomposition diagram

Dynamic databases
Dynamic databases could store task-oriented environment knowledge, adaptive critic learning
parameters and other related information on accomplishing the mission. In this scenario, a robot is
commanded to reach a dangerous site to conduct a rescue task. The dynamic databases saved a copy of the
GPS weight points S, A, B, C, D, E, F, G and T. The map for direction and possible obstacle information is
also stored in the dynamic databases. A copy of the model parameters can be saved in the dynamic database
as shown in the simplified database Figure 11. The action model will be updated in the dynamic database if
the current training results are significantly superior to the previous model stored in the database.
Database fields
Field

Description

MODEL_ID

Action model ID

MODEL_NAME Action model name
UTILITY_FUN

Utility function

CRITERIA_FUN Criteria function
…

…
Adaptive Critic Training Parameters

INPUT_CRITIC

Input to critic network

DELT_J

J(t+1)-J(t)

…

…
Figure 11 Semantic dynamic database structure

Robot Learning Module
Initial plan such as road tracking and robot navigating based on known and assumed information,
and then incrementally revises the plan as new information is discovered about the environment. The
control center will create criteria functions according to the revised information of the world through the
user interface. These criteria functions along with other model information of the environment will be input
to the learning system. There is a data transfer module from the control center to the learning system as
well as a module from learning system to the dynamic database. New knowledge is to explore and learn,
training according to the knowledge database information and then decide which to store in the dynamic
database and how to switch the criteria. The simplest style in the adaptive critic family is heuristic dynamic
programming (HDP) is shown in Figure 8. This is NN on-line adaptive critic learning. There is one critic
network, one action network and one model network in the learning structure. U(t) is the utility function. R
is the critic signal as J (criteria function). The learning structure and the parameters are saved a copy in the
dynamic database for the system model searching and updating. The system learning will be speeded
tremendously by time and iterations.
4. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The creative learning system is proposed structurally and established on adaptive critic learning
system acted as a component of the diagram. The creative learning structure is also composed of task
control center and dynamic knowledge databases. The task control center is a decision-making command
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center for the intelligent creative learning system. Dynamic knowledge database integrates task control
center and adaptive critic learning algorithm into one system and makes adaptive critic learning adaptable.
It also provides a knowledge domain for task command center to perform decision-making. Furthermore,
creative learning is used to explore the unpredictable environment, permit the discovery of unknown
problems. By learning the domain knowledge, the system should be able to obtain the global optima and
escape local optima. It generalizes the highest level of human learning – imagination.
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